The Challenge
Without a dedicated sales system, TalarMade sales
reps had developed their own methods of tracking
interactions and sales opportunities with
customers, this meant that there was no
consistency across the company, it was difficult for
directors to see reps’ activity and for new reps to
understand TalarMade’s historical relationship with
a client.
Reps were also spending large amounts of time
entering data which was cutting into the amount of
time they could spend selling!

The Solution
Expansive data model allowing the entry of
Accounts, Contacts, Leads, Opportunities,
Campaigns and Training Days.

One source of truth for all
sales data

Account Hierarchies have been setup to allow reps
to log opportunities and contacts against multiple
hospitals within a trust and multiple departments
within a hospital but still see the relationship
between the different components of the Trust.

Campaigns allow the marketing department to
keep track of recipients of a number of different
types of marketing efforts including exhibitions and
mail shots. Sales Reps can see a history of
marketing efforts for each individual including an
image of any mail shots which ensures their sales
pitch is relevant.

The marketing department can also see all
Opportunities that have come from Contacts and
Leads they have marketed to allowing them to
reconcile their work and report on what is most
effective.

The Results
Improvements in efficiency by streamlining
processes across the entire sales front end
including:
• Input and viewing of data on the go
• Quick logging of activities
• Email notifications as soon as an Opp closes
One source of truth for all sales data - All data is held
in one place rather than multiple excel
spreadsheets
Greater oversight by directors, they can now see at a
glance which opportunities are in the pipeline, what
stage they’re at and what the value is

Continued
The solution
• Tasks and Events are used to show a history of all meetings, calls, voicemails, door knocking and catalogues dropped off. This allows all team members to see every bit of
contact that’s happened in the past and means that new team members taking over an Account can see the relationship easily. Tasks are automatically generated in
various situations to remind reps to follow processes and reps can create tasks for themselves. They can use the task tab to see everything that they need to do which
allows them to structure their days effectively
• GDPR has been considered with the activation of the Individual object allowing users (especially Marketing) to see the contact preferences of Contacts and Leads. Flows
have been used to automatically generate the Individual record so no manual intervention is required
• Approvals have been created on the Opportunity and Campaign objects so that users can submit records that need approval to be reviewed, automatic emails are sent
to the approver when submitted and the submitter when the record has been approved/rejected
• Salesforce1 has been optimised so relevant information is the first thing that users see, custom actions have also been created and added to the global actions bar in
Salesforce with various bit of information automatically completed. This reduces the number of clicks reps need to do to log repetitive tasks such as leaving voicemails
when on the go
• Lightning for Outlook has been installed, this synchronises events and emails between Outlook 365 and Salesforce
• Customised Branding has been used to give both Salesforce and Salesforce1 the TalarMade look and feel with logos and customised colours
• Multi-currency has been setup to allow reps to record opportunities in Pounds, Dollars and Euros and report on the totals
• Reporting
• Chatter all users are able to communicate using Chatter allowing an audit trail of all communications regarding particular opportunities, Chatter groups have been
setup to allow users from different departments to have discussions
• Data Migration - migration of extracted Accounts, Contacts (related to multiple Accounts) and Opportunities into Salesforce

